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Luther and Anti-Semitism


     The world has been plagued with the specter of anti-Semitism for many centuries. This hatred manifested itself in the frenzy of Nazism and the deaths of six million Jews, the Holocaust as it has come to be known. If someone were to reveal an eight step plan for the removal of Jews from European society, one would readily associate such a plan with Adolf Hitler. One would not, however, think also of Martin Luther, though he himself wrote an essay in 1543 entitled "Concerning the Jews and their Lies" outlining such a plan. This is not to suggest that Luther was akin to Hitler in action or deed. This does suggest that Luther, the spark of the Protestant Reformation and father of German nationalism, and his teachings had a profound impact on the anti-Semitic thinkers that were to follow (Prager 106). It is possible that Hitler and Luther shared a common ideological base.     
	Luther's attitude toward the Jews is puzzling. During the course of his theological writings Luther made a drastic transition from sympathy to hateful paranoia. Very early in his Protestant career Luther wrote an essay entitled "That Jesus Christ Was Born A Jew". In it he calls for tolerance, compassion, and peaceful conversion. "...they [Catholics] have dealt with the Jews as if they were dogs and not human beings" (Luther “That” 33). Luther believed that a purified Christianity, his Christianity, would attract Jews (Patterson 16). Jews could only truly be converted through a demonstration of the scriptural basis of Christianity. A Jew was a person of worth to Luther. Luther asked how Jews could improve his society (Luther “That” 34). Luther called into question those who advocated violence against the Jews.  How could a Jew become a contributing member of a Christian society if he or she was beaten into submission or conversion? Luther understood that Jews had been forced into usury as their only means of survival. Above all else, Luther advises Christian charity when dealing with the Jews.     
	How then could the same man attack the Jews twenty years later in an essay, and call for their expulsion from German lands in his last sermon? (Patterson 17). What would cause such a radical shift? To be sure Luther was not alone in his Christian anti-Semitism. Erasmus, the great Catholic humanist scholar said, "If it is Christian to hate Jews, then we are all good Christians" (Patterson 16). But Luther knew Hebrew, the language of these "godless" people. He translated the Old Testament from Hebrew to German. At least on an academic level, his knowledge of Judaism must have been significant. Why then does he become an anti-Semite shortly before his death? 
	One possible explanation might focus on the recurring theme of patricide in Christian doctrine.  Luther, in order to establish Protestantism as an independent theology must destroy it's parents: Catholicism and Judaism. This question, however, should be dealt with in it's own right in another paper. The fact remains that Luther's essay "Concerning the Jews and their Lies" was written and its historical impact must be dealt with.     
	The essay itself was a call for action against the Jews. Luther presented a calculated and methodical plan for removing them from his society. 

		"...we can not tolerate them [Jews] if we do not wish to 
		share in their lies, curses, and blasphemy" (Luther 
		“Concerning” 34). 

Luther no longer trusted the Jews. He believed they cursed Christians in their morning prayers (“Concerning” 34). He did not believe they could be converted passively. They had become an inhuman immoral burden on his society. "...if they [the Jews] could kill us all, they would gladly do so" (Prager 102). He urged his followers to practice "merciful severity" (“Concerning” 34).
	The quality of mercy is strained to the breaking point in Luther's essay. Luther devised an eight step plan steeped in violence and cruelty:               
		
		1. Burn Jewish synagogues              
		2. Destroy Jewish homes               
		3. Take away Jewish holy books
		4. Forbid rabbis to teach
		5. Do not allow Jews to travel
		6. Forbid usury in all forms
		7. Force Jews to do physical labor
		8. If all else fails, expel them (“Concerning” 34-36).

In many ways Luther was simply following the anti-Semitic example set by other European nations (France, Spain, etc..)(Luther “Concerning” 36). Luther wanted Jews kept in concentrated areas. Jews should be made to feel as though they were captives in a Christian land. If the various princes did not heed his advice, Luther suggested that a small group of good Christians might enforce his mandates. This was exactly the case in 1549. Michael, a Jew, was captured by a group representing elite citizens of Magdeburg (Luther “Concerning” 35). Luther's verbal attacks legitimated anti-Semitism. his words made the acts of violence more palatable.
	In this manner Luther became the basis for future developments in anti-Semitism culminating in Hitler and Nazism. "Luther constituted an important ally in the carrying out of the 'Final Solution'" (Prager 108). Hitler took Luther's advice and expanded upon it. After becoming chancellor of the Reich in 1933, Hitler slowly instituted increasingly harsh anti-Semitic laws (Mosse 202). Racism was assimilated into the middle class through the law (Mosse 207). Jews were not singled out as individuals. Starting in 1935 with the Nuremburg Laws Jews were attacked as a group (Mosse 205). As Racism became a national policy, Hitler used Martin Luther as an inspirational figure for his people to emulate ideologically. "Julius Streicher argued in hid defense at the Nuremburg trials that he had never said anything that Martin Luther had not said 400 years earlier" (Prager 107).     
	Hitler admired Luther. In Mein Kampf Hitler ranks Luther as one of the three great German cultural heroes along with Frederick the Great and Wagner. The first large scale pogrom (synagogues were burnt and 35 Jews were killed) was carried out officially in honor of Martin Luther's birthday on November 9, 1938 (Prager 107). Hitler's plan moved from isolation and expulsion to extermination. Luther's ideas did provide the groundwork for the legal attacks on the Jews, and these legal battles were a necessary step toward the death camps. Luther, however, did not advocate genocide. Hitler was not constrained by Luther's sense of "merciful severity". Thus, it is unfair to say that Martin Luther was a direct cause of the Holocaust. Rather, Luther's anti-Semitic ideas and proposals provided a fertile soil from which the seeds of new even more horrific visions could germinate and grow into full bloom.
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